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Introduction
In Rom 3:19-20, Paul delivers the coup de grâce of the closing argument of his indictment of humanity.

And we know that whatever the Law says it says to those in the Law’s jurisdiction, in order that every mouth may be stopped and all the world may be liable to God. For on the basis of deeds required by the law no flesh shall be declared righteous, for through the law comes knowledge of sin.

Of the various significant issues that exegetes address, in this text, one that receives too little attention is the inner logic of verse 19. Given Paul’s claim—“that whatever the Law says it says to those in the Law’s jurisdiction”—how does the Law’s condemnation of Jews stop “every mouth” and hold “all the world . . . liable to God”? Expressed differently, how does the Law’s indictment of Jews stop the mouths of Gentiles also and hold Jews and Gentiles, together, liable before God?

There is no question that, in the tradition of Israel’s prophets, the apostle Paul indicts Gentiles and Jews alike. He expressly says as much (Rom 3:9). His indictment of Gentiles is clear. He grounds his indictment of Gentiles in God’s universal self-revelation, “even though they knew God, they did not glorify him as God or offer thanks, but they became futile in their thinking and their foolish heart was darkened” (Rom 1:21). Yet, as he closes his universal indictment of humans, Paul claims that the Mosaic Law has a function that somehow extends beyond its evident, restricted covenant jurisdiction—“we know that whatever the Law says it says to those who are in the Law’s jurisdiction” (3:19). The Law condemns Jews, but the same Law silences the whole world of Gentiles also before God’s judgment bar.

How does Paul reach the conclusion that the Law’s indictment of Jews spills over to hold “all the world . . . liable to God”? Generally, commentators propose that Paul uses an a fortiori (from the greater to the lesser) argument: “if Jews, God’s chosen people, cannot be excluded from the scope of sin’s tyranny, then it surely follows that Gentiles, who have no claim on God’s favor, are also guilty.” In Paul’s prosecution of Jews and Gentiles alike (Rom 3:9), does his argument draw a tighter relationship between the two than the passing observation exegetes tend to make when they identify the a
fortiori nature of his closing argument? While a fortiori explains the rhetorical nature of Paul’s assertion, is this sufficient to explain the inner logic that allows him to reason from the Law’s indictment of its covenant subjects, the Israelites, to the indictment of the whole world?

I will argue that Paul’s summary assertion in Rom 3:19-20 is fitting, not principally because the functions of Torah and of Natural Law coalesce to indict everyone, but because, like Adam, Israel fills the representative role of humanity. Both Adam and Israel came under God’s commandment. Both became idolaters. As Adam, so also Israel served as a representative type for all humanity. It is for this reason, then, that Paul says “that whatever the Law says it says to those in the Law’s jurisdiction, in order that every mouth may be stopped and all the world may be liable to God.”

**Echoes of Adam and Israel in Romans 1:21-25**

Long ago scholars commented on echoes of Adam and of Israel that they heard in Rom 1:23. Taking cues from Hyldahl’s short study, Morna Hooker offered an insightful and suggestive essay that has received inadequate attention, especially given the surging interest in intertextuality. Hooker focuses her essay upon echoes of the Genesis narrative concerning Adam. She suggests numerous Old Testament passages that surface in Romans 1 as Paul indicts Adam’s descendants. In a later essay, Hooker teases readers with an intriguing linkage of Adam and Israel, but leaves development of the association for others.

A. J. M. Wedderburn examines Hooker’s thesis in his own essay on “Adam in Romans.” He engages Hooker’s provocative essay, but he does not address how Paul integrates his allusion to Israel and to Adam into his argument in Romans. Wedderburn devotes his essay to how the story of Adam shaped Paul’s argument in Rom 1:18ff and 7:7ff. His discussion, however, does not address Paul’s interlacing of the story of Adam’s idolatry with the story of Israel’s idolatry. Consequently, Wedderburn offers no integrative sense concerning how Paul’s subtle allusions to Israel and to Adam in Rom 1:21-25 figure in the Letter to the Romans, particularly Paul’s concluding statement of his universal indictment of humanity in Rom 3:19-20.

In his recent commentary, Ben Witherington seems to overreact against Hyldahl’s and Hooker’s insights as if they forced “the story of Adam into Rom. 1:18-32.” Offering little reflection upon any Old Testament allusions in Paul’s account, Witherington asserts, “the real echoes are of Wisdom of Solomon 10-14.” Regrettably, exegetes do not adequately tease out how Paul’s subtle but sure evocative linkage of Israel and Adam in Rom 1:21-25 establishes the apostle’s allusive and express use of Israel and of Adam in his Letter to the Romans as playing representative roles with reference to humanity’s corruption and plight. This is not to suggest that no essayist demonstrates the role of Adam and Israel in Paul’s theology. Nor is it to imply that all commentators have failed to draw links forward in Romans from 1:21-25. What is lacking is an adequate unraveling of Paul’s allusive entangling of Adam and of Israel as typological representatives of humanity as he prosecutes God’s indictment of unrighteous humanity within Rom 1:18-3:20. What lies beyond this essay is the programmatic theological significance that this double
allusion—Adam and Israel—in 1:21-25 bears throughout the apostle’s justification of God’s righteousness in his Letter to the Romans.12

As Paul begins prosecuting his charge against the Gentiles, he argues God’s lawsuit against the Gentiles first, but he does so with strong echoes of Old Testament narratives concerning both Adam and Israel. In particular, in Rom 1:21-25 Paul adeptly, though in a veiled manner, links Israel’s exchange of the glory of God for the image of a grass-eating bull with Adam’s exchange of the truth of God for falsehood.13 Israel, God’s “firstborn son” (Exod 4:22-23), traded away “their glory;” they swapped their glory, Yahweh who has no form, for the form of a bull that has no glory but eats grass.

The apostle synthesizes Israel’s trading away their glory, Yahweh, and Adam’s substituting falsehood for the truth of God into a representative portrayal of the primal sin of all humanity that incurs the plight of God’s wrath. This suggests that Paul understands Israel, like Adam, to have a representative and typological role. Adam, who was a “type of the one who was to come” (Rom 5:14), was also representative of all humanity. Though Paul does not expressly identify Israel as filling this role, sufficient indicators in the text of Romans suggest that he viewed Israel as recapitulating Adam’s representative and typological role. Both Adam and Israel, stood representatively for all humanity while they also presaged Messiah who would come as the faithful and obedient one to take upon himself God’s wrath, thus revealing that God is righteous, keeping his covenant. Paul’s veiled interlacing of Israel’s idolatry with Adam’s idolatry in Rom 1:21-25 anchors his use of both in his letter as representatively and typologically set forth by God. The apostle’s allusion in 1:23 to Israel’s idolatry grounds his presentation of Israel as representative of “the whole world” as he closes his indictment of humanity in 3:19—“And we know that whatever the Law says it says to those who are in the Law’s jurisdiction, in order that every mouth may be stopped and all the world may be liable to God.”

Following in the tradition of the prophets, Paul prosecutes God’s lawsuit against humanity by defending God’s righteousness and by indicting humanity as unrighteousness. As he begins his arraignment of humanity before God’s judgment bar, Paul punctuates his prosecutorial charges with reverberating echoes from the Old Testament that eventually converge upon the Genesis narrative of creation and fall.

Though Paul makes no explicit mention of either Adam or Israel, his allusions are too evident to dismiss the roles both Adam and Israel play in his prosecution of humanity.15 Paul weaves Israel’s exchange of the glory of God for the image of a beast together with Adam’s exchange of the truth of God for falsehood as representative of humanity’s rejection of God for idols. Humanity’s fundamental sin is idolatry, forsaking worship of the Creator, the one true God, to worship the creature. Paul expresses humanity’s primal sin: “even though they knew God, they did not glorify him as God or offer thanks, but they became futile in their thinking and their foolish heart was darkened.”

Echoes of Israel’s Idolatry in Romans 1:23-24

It is not surprising that the tone and vocabulary of Paul’s prosecution of humanity for idolatry bears resemblance
to the prophets’ indictments of Israel. In Rom 1:21 Paul seems to allude purposely to Jeremiah’s lawsuit by way of tone and vocabulary. This is apparent with Paul’s use of emataionthēsan (“became worthless;” “became futile”), the verb the LXX uses to translate Jer 2:5, “they went after worthless things and became worthless themselves.”

Jeremiah’s lawsuit against the households of Jacob and of Israel, to which Paul alludes, calls to memory the exodus generation that fell in the wilderness. Paul echoes Jeremiah’s lawsuit against Israel once again in Rom 1:23 with the words, “they exchanged the glory.” Paul’s indictment of humanity’s idolatry—“they became fools and exchanged the glory of the incorruptible God for the likeness of the image of corruptible man”—resembles Jeremiah’s charge against Israel—“Has a nation changed its gods, even though they are no gods? But my people have changed their glory for that which does not profit” (Jer 2:5, ESV). The echo is muted somewhat because the LXX of Jer 2:11 uses allassō (exchange) without en. Nevertheless, mention of glory (doxa) as the thing exchanged away reinforces the echo of Jer 2:11.

Whether Paul’s words merely resemble or purposely allude to Jeremiah 2, it can hardly be disputed that Rom 1:23 deliberately echoes Ps 106:20 (105:20, LXX). We hear an echo concerning worship of the golden calf in the first phrase of 1:23 with allassō . . . en, which preserves the Septuagint’s rigid rendering of the Hebrew idiom (mur . . . b’) which denotes “exchange of one thing for another.” By using this rather wooden Greek expression Paul signals that he purposely preserves the LXX Hebraism as he alludes to Ps 106:20. Within the New Testament, allassō primarily means “change.” This Hebraic use of allassō . . . en denoting “exchange” occurs only in Rom 1:23, followed in 1:25 and 1:26, where Paul uses the compound form, metalllassō . . . en and metalllassō . . . eis, respectively. Whether Paul substitutes the active form (ēllaxan) for the middle form of the LXX (ēllaxanto) or whether he reflects an extinct Greek version of the Psalms, his use of the non-compound form in 1:23 signals an allusion to Ps 106:20 where the LXX (Ps 105:20) uses the same idiom employing the same verb form (ēllaxanto tēn doxan . . . en homoiōmati).

Paul’s allusive use of Psalm 106 does not terminate upon the psalm itself because Psalm 106, like Psalm 105, recites the Lord’s mighty deeds on behalf of Israel who responded with rebellion and with idolatry. Reflecting a sense of both historical and literary continuity with the Pentateuch, the psalmist succinctly captures in song the gravity, irony, and treachery of Israel’s idolatry, harking back to the incident of the golden calf. “They exchanged their Glory for the image of a bull that eats grass” (NIV). Psalm 106:20 reads “their glory” (tēn doxan autōn [LXX] and kabodam [MT]), but Paul writes, “the glory of the incorruptible God,” understanding “their glory” as a metonym that substitutes the attribute (glory) for the person (God). Thus, God himself is “their glory.” Given the sardonic humor in the psalmist’s portrayal of Israel’s exchange, choosing “the image of a bull that eats grass,” is it conceivable that the psalmist accents Israel’s exchange by injecting subtle and wry humor as his own literary exchange, substituting the circumlocution “their glory” by way of metonymy for “God”? It seems he does.

By alluding to Ps 106:20, Paul draws into his readers’ purview the full litany of Israel’s treachery and unfaithfulness
to Yahweh from exodus to exile recited by the psalm. Though privileged with God’s covenant blessings, Psalm 106 portrays Israel as essentially the same as the Gentiles who were outside Yahweh’s covenant. Israel’s unfaithfulness, though, does not nullify God’s steadfast love (106:1). Rather, Israel’s redemption is owing entirely to the fact that God remembers his covenant and relents according to his steadfast love (106:45).

Paul fuses his allusion to Psalm 106 with allusions to other Old Testament passages. His allusive use of Ps 106:20, itself, entails allusion to Exodus 32-34, the account of Israel’s exchange of God’s glory for the image of a creature.24 Scott Hafemann demonstrates that the Exodus narrative associates Israel’s “creation” at Sinai and Israel’s “fall” in the incident of the golden calf with the creation-fall narrative of Genesis 1-3.

Like the original creation narrative, the re-creation of a people to enjoy God’s presence at Sinai is followed by a “fall” which separates them from the glory of God. As such, like Adam and Eve, Israel’s sin with the golden calf becomes both determinative and paradigmatic for Israel’s future history as God’s people, since it was a denial of the covenant promises at their essential point, i.e. the revelation of YHWH’s character as revealed through his deliverance of Israel from Egypt as the means for granting the promised land. . . . As R. P. Carroll has observed, “In the overall pattern of the Pentateuch the rebellion motif functioned in relation to the Exodus in the same way as the disobedience of Adam in the garden of Eden which ruined the goodness of the divine creation.”25

Israel’s pleading with Moses to place a veil over his face to shield them from Yahweh’s glory, shining from his face, accents what the psalmist captures when he wrote, “They exchanged their Glory for an image of a bull, which eats grass” (niv).

Not only does Paul frame his indictment of humanity against the backdrop of Israel’s apostasy in the wilderness, he also expresses God’s punishment for idolatry with an allusion to Ps 106:41. His thrice-used expression “he gave them over . . . unto” (paredōken autous . . . eis; Rom 1:24, 26, 28) seems likely to echo the same words from Ps 106:41, “he gave them over into the hands of the Gentiles” (paredōken autous eis; 105:41, lxx), which in turn reflect the repeated clause in Judges (2:14; 6:1; 13:1) and in numerous other passages. Humanity’s exchange of “the glory of God for the image of the likeness of corruptible man and birds and animals and reptiles” received God’s ironic measure-for-measure punishment, one substitution for another, the exchange of natural relations for those that are contrary to nature (Rom 1:26, metēllaxan tēn thusikēn chēsin eis tēn para phusin). “God handed them over to dishonorable passions—their women exchanged the natural use of their bodies for that which is against nature, and likewise the men” (Rom 1:26-27).26

Echoes of Adam’s Idolatry in Romans 1:25

Made in God’s likeness, all humanity has exchanged the glory of the incorruptible God, reflected in their own likeness of the Creator, for their own creation of an image made after their own likeness or of the likeness of birds or of animals or of reptiles. Deep irony reverberates in the echo of Gen 1:20-28, for the incorruptible God appointed corruptible mankind, the unique bearers of God-likeness, to have dominion over creatures. Instead, humanity bows in worship and homage to images made to look like corruptible mankind and like creatures. To under-
score this tragic irony Paul reiterates the exchange in Rom 1:25. Yet, Paul does not merely repeat his words of 1:23. Verse 25 is an intensified version of verse 23 with stronger echoes of the narrative of Adam's fall. In verse 23 Paul's veiled reference to the creation narrative concerning man's dominion over creatures (Gen 1:20-28) prompts what seems to be an evident allusion to Adam's disobedience in Eden when the apostle says, “They exchanged the truth of God for the lie and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever.”

Eight times in Romans Paul uses 
\( \text{alētheia} \) (1:18, 25; 2:2, 8, 20; 3:7; 9:1; 15:8). Of these eight, three use the expression 
\( \text{hē alētheia tou theou} \) (the truth[fulness] of God; 1:25; 3:7; 15:8). Commentators routinely pass over any consideration that Paul's use of the expression in 1:25 may anticipate his later uses in 3:7 and 15:8. Morris summarizes only three possible senses for “the truth of God” (\( \text{hē alētheia tou theou} \)).

(1) Take the abstract concept “truth of God” for the concrete, God himself. In such a case, the genitive (\( \text{tou theou} \)) would be appositional—“the true God”—especially if \( \text{pseudos} \) means “idol” as in Isa 44:20 (\( \text{i}x\)).

(2) The expression may denote the truth God has made known, “the reality consisting of God Himself and His self-revelation.”

(3) Or, the expression may suggest “the truth about God.” Missing from Morris' list of plausible senses for 
\( \text{hē alētheia tou theou} \) is its evident meaning in Rom 3:7 and 15:8, denoting “God's truthfulness,” referring to God's reliability, his steadfastness, his faithfulness to keep his word.

Käsemann expressly dismisses 
\( \text{hē alētheia tou theou} \) as denoting “an attribute of God.” Yet, if Paul is alluding to the narrative of Adam's disobedience, such dismissal seems shortsighted. Humanity's penchant for falsification of reality originates from an exchange of the truthfulness of God for falsehood. Commentators regularly pass over the possibility that Paul's use of the expression in 1:25 foreshadows his later uses in 3:7 and 15:8. Yet, in 3:7 Paul juxtaposes “God's truthfulness” over against “my [Israel's] falsehood” or “unreliability” (\( \text{hē emos pseusmati} \)); cf. 3:4, \( \text{ginesthō de ho theos alēthēs. Pas de anthrōpos pseutēs} \)). It is evident that Paul's uses of 
\( \text{hē alētheia tou theou} \) in 3:7 and in 15:8 refer to God's reliability as do his expressions 
\( \text{hē pistis tou theou} \) (God's faithfulness; 3:3) and 
\( \text{theou dikaiosunē} \) (God's righteousness; 3:5). The linkage between 1:23 and 1:25 with 3:7 is made more evident by the collocation of words in the two contexts: “the glory of God” and “the truthfulness of God” over against that which is false or unreliable.

Though Rom 1:25 likely picks up Paul's mention of humanity's suppression of truth in the sense of “the way things really are” (\( \text{hē alētheia} \); 1:18), the fact that Paul adds the genitive modifier, \( \text{tou theou} \) in verse 25, brings Paul's focus onto God himself. Dunn rightly observes that 
\( \text{hē alētheia tou theou} \) in verse 25 simultaneously connotes the truth of God's “invisible nature” and “his cosmic power” disclosed in creation but also “the implication of God's reliability and trustworthiness.” This is especially true in view of the contrast between 
\( \text{incorruptible God} \) and 
\( \text{corruptible man} \) in verse 23. Bartering away God's reliability for falsehood, which is utterly unreliable, is the root of human sinfulness. An echo from Eden seems evident, an allusion to Adam's exchange of God's reliable warning (“in the day you eat of it [tree of knowledge of good and evil] you will surely die” [Gen 2:17]) for the...
serpent’s falsehood (“You will not surely die” [Gen 3:4]). Thus, one may translate, “They exchanged the truthfulness of God for falsehood and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever.”

Conclusion: Adam and Israel as Types in Romans 1:21-25

Paul’s Old Testament allusions to Adam’s idolatry through Israel’s idolatry by way of allusive uses of Jeremiah 2 and Psalm 106 gives warrant to Wedderburn’s observation:

In conclusion we may therefore say that what we have in Rom. 1:18ff. seems to be a synthetic description in which the ideas of Gen. 3 have played a part, along with other Old Testament passages describing Israel’s fall into idolatry and later experience of idolatry; these different materials have been superimposed the one upon the other to produce a composite narrative.

It is true that Rom 1:21-25 does not specifically describe the fall of Adam and Eve. However, Paul’s veiled but purposeful Old Testament allusions render it too evident to suppress the fact that he deliberately portrays humanity’s wickedness in terms of the biblical accounts of Israel’s and Adam’s common moral and spiritual failure—their idolatry. In other words, Paul not only frames his prosecutorial indictment of humanity upon the biblical narrative, borrowing from the prophets’ lawsuit motif, but he does so with reference to Adam but referring back through Israel, for both are representative figures within the biblical narrative and both have typological significance for Christ in relation to his people.

Given the Old Testament’s association of Israel’s fall at Sinai with Adam’s fall in Eden, it is not surprising that Paul draws the two incidents together into a synthesized indictment of humanity. Israel reenacted Adam’s moral failure. Like Adam, Israel plays at least a dual typological role in God’s drama of redemption. Adam and Israel alike serve as types of the one who was to come, but bound inseparably to this typological role, both also function as representatives for all humanity. Thus, when Israel exchanged the glory of God for the image of a bull that eats grass, Israel acted out under the Law’s jurisdiction what the Gentiles did while not possessing the Law. So, when Israel exchanged the glory of God for the image of the likeness of a creature, privileged Israel reenacted Adam’s fall and showed that they were idolaters just like the Gentiles. This provides warrant for Paul’s concluding statement of his indictment of humanity: “And we know that whatever the Law says it says to those who are under the Law’s jurisdiction, in order that every mouth may be stopped and all the world may be liable to judgment by God” (Rom 3:19).

That both Adam and Israel figure prominently in Paul’s Letter to the Romans is unambiguous. That both Adam and Israel represented humanity according to Paul’s gospel exposition is evident, though Israel’s representation is not equally acknowledged or developed among scholars. That Paul roots his indictment of humanity within Rom 1:18-25 in both Adam’s and Israel’s representative and typological roles is largely passed over by scholars who nonetheless see either Adam’s disobedience or Israel’s unfaithfulness or both as the backdrop of Rom 7:7-13 and 7:14-25. Given the Old Testament allusions we have pondered in Rom 1:21-25, it seems evident that the apostle’s appeal to Adam, whether explic-
itly as a type of Christ (5:14) or implicitly as a type of all humanity, is embedded within Paul’s indictment of the Gentiles (1:18-25). Likewise, it seems evident that Paul’s use of Israel throughout 2:1-3:20 and as the typological foil of unfaithfulness (esp. 3:3) in contrast to the faithfulness of Jesus Christ (3:21ff) and again as representative of the wretched man’s plight, knowing the good one ought to do but incapable of doing it (7:14-25) finds itself first embedded in the apostle’s case against the Gentiles where he indicts humanity by alluding to Israel’s representative role for humanity when God’s covenant people exchanged the glory of God who bears no visible form for a bull that has no glory in itself but has visible form and eats grass. Humanity, appointed to rule over the creatures, fell below the creature to which they bowed in worship and came to serve.

Only in Christ will dominion over creatures be fully restored to God’s new humanity (5:17, “those who will reign in life”) and will “the glory of God” be completely restored to those who await it in hope (5:2; 8:18, 21) to those who have fallen short of “the glory of God” (3:23). Christ, as the new Israel and as the new Adam reverses the fortunes of both the first Adam and the first Israel. Christ does not merely replace Israel and Adam by bringing forth a new nation or a new humanity, but he exchanges Israel’s unfaithfulness with his faithfulness (3:21-31) and he exchanges Adam’s disobedience with his own obedience (5:12-19) so that his new people will be fully redeemed.
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